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Retail Clusters

With modern retail commercial development trends
increasing store sizes and reducing the non-anchor space
through the creation of larger multiple anchor centers,
Hoffman
View | Chicago
RetailEstates is challenged to protect the vitality of
its aging centers and identify opportunities to conform
to these trends. This chapter identifies comprehensive
planning issues and policies focused on responding
to the market demand for specific types of retail and
CHICAGO LEASE TRANSACTIONS
mixed useNOTABLE
projects
that would be both appropriate and
ze (SF) financially feasible
Tenant for Hoffman Estates.Location
It also provides
recommended strategies and actions that maximize sales
2,000
American Girl
Chicago
tax revenue collected by the Village.
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Because the trends driving development pressure in
Discovery
Vernon Hills
Hoffman Estates
areClothing
national, current national
shopping
center development models and demographic databases
Morning
Orland Park
were used Tuesday
to project
their Inc.
impact on Hoffman
Estates.
Nearby shopping malls, lifestyle centers and main streets
were evaluated to determine the regional competitive
environment. The
consultant
team
CHICAGO
SUBMARKET
MAP visited each shopping
cluster in Hoffman Estates, met with store, restaurant, and

Hoffman Estates

property owners; and applied the same principles that
high volume site selection specialists use to understand
each center’s economic vitality and potential. Over 15
stakeholders were interviewed to glean their insights
into Hoffman Estates existing and potential economic
development environment. These contextual impressions
were considered in conjunction with the input from
residents who participated in Open Houses for each
Village sector and the results of a Village-wide survey.
(Appendix 2)
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CONSTRUCTION
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to develop at Beverly Road and Shoe
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Factory Road.greater
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to the Woodfield
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immediately available.
shoppers with regionally oriented clusters. The recent
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development
of Poplar
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Crossing
Vacant Building
Feet divided by
the Gross Building
Square and Cabela’s
confirm this
Feet. developing opportunity.
Hoffman Estates is nearing residential build-out and
consequently regional clusters will naturally occur
only in the remaining west Hoffman Estates growth
area. Other growth in total sales volume will result from
redevelopment that brings newer, higher volume tenants
or merchandise categories that residents previously
traveled outside of Hoffman Estates to obtain. Keeping
current centers strong will rely on maintaining population
and employment levels despite the aging population.
The map on the next page identifies the existing and
developing commercial areas in Hoffman Estates and
classifies them by their development potential.

Clustered Centers: These shopping centers are in close

Figure 3.01: Regional market districts

proximity and cannot be analyzed in isolation. Each
cluster will require a comprehensive approach to future
planning that incorporates the adjacent centers into
one district plan. The continuing success of Hoffman

ht 2007 CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) Statistics contained herein may represent a different data set than that used to generate National Vacancy and
y Index statistics published by CB Richard Ellis’ Corporate Communications Department or CB Richard Ellis’ research and Econometric
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Estates’ shopping clusters depends on a consolidated
image that provides a strong community identity. With
similar façades, interconnected access, related names,
and complementary tenants, clusters will attract the higher
sales that lead to frequent reinvestment. Refer to Figure
3.02 and 3.12 for cluster location and the detailed matrix of
improvement strategies for each cluster.

retail market. To keep current it is important that they
be updated or redeveloped to prevent decline in tenants or
building conditions.
A - Strawberry Hill
B - Brandess West
D - Estates Center

Sustainable Centers: These individual centers are
1 - Hoffman/ Valli/ Golf Cluster
2 - Barrington/ Poplar Cluster
3 - Forest/ Huntington Cluster

relatively new and well maintained, and therefore do not
require immediate investment; however, both ongoing
high maintenance standards and timely remodeling
will be necessary to continue these centers market
suitability. Rose Plaza is approximately 10 years old and
Fountain Crossing is the front parcel of a future big box
development that will attract more customers and sustain
the current tenants. It will also require coordination to
the adjacent parcels. Poplar Creek Crossing is a major
power center in an emerging quality and high volume retail
district.
E - Rose Plaza
F - Fountain Crossing
G - Poplar Creek Crossing

Redevelopment Centers: These centers are isolated
from other retail centers and therefore require individual
strategies. Their design configuration is not optimal
and does not meet today’s market requirements. These
centers would benefit from partial redevelopment and new
site layouts.
C - Crossroads Commons
H - Hoffman Village

Undersized Centers: These properties are small for today’s
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These classifications are important because sophisticated
tenants design their operating and merchandising policies
to fit a specific shopping center category. That process
results in higher sales and higher customer satisfaction.
For example, a neighborhood center restaurant needs to
offer carry-out which is convenient while a regional center
restaurant needs to offer an unusual menu to be most
successful. Although the neighborhood restaurant can
offer the unusual menu and the regional center offer carryout, those approaches are not the keys to their success.

Shopping Centers Classification
To understand retail development possibilities, one must
recognize that consumers expect to visit different types
of centers for different shopping needs. For example,
when grocery shopping, consumers expect to park where
they can conveniently load groceries while consumers
shopping for apparel expect the opportunity to visit
several stores of similar type to compare their offerings,
the definition of “shopping.” These underlying shopping
behaviors support shopping clusters of different sizes
and characters. The International Council of Shopping
Centers (ICSC), a shopping center executives’ trade
group, classifies shopping centers based on matching
shopping behavior and the size, tenants and character
of shopping centers. Figure 3.03 reports the key
characteristics of these classifications.

Type

Concept

Sq. Ft.
Including
Anchors

Acres

When considering future commercial development and
redevelopment, Hoffman Estates improves its chances
of attracting quality tenants by seeking to match the
development to an International Council of Shopping
Centers classification. Retailers design their operating
policies to match the way residents use each classification
and consequently they are more successful at centers that
meet their expectations for anchors, size, and market.

Typical
Number of
Anchors

Convenience
Center

Personal Service

<30,000

<3

0

Neighborhood
Center

Convenience

30,000 150,000

3 - 15

1 or more

Community
Center

General
merchandise,
convenience

100,000 350,000

10 - 40

2 or more

Regional Center

General
merchandise,
fashion mall,
typically enclosed

400,000 800,000

40 - 100

Similar to regional
center but has
more variety and
assortment

800,000 +

ICSC Type

Barrington/ Hassell Cluster
Barrington Square

Power/ Entertainment Hybrid

Poplar Commons

Convenience

Golf/ Higgins Cluster

Super Regional
Center

2 or more

none*

Crossroad Commons

none*

Strawberry Hill

none*

Forest View Plaza

Convenience

Huntington Plaza

Neighborhood

Golf/ Roselle Cluster
60 - 120

3 or more

Higher-end,
fashion-oriented

80,000 250,000

5 - 25

N/A

Lifestyle Center

Upscale specialty
stores, dining &
entertainment in
outdoor setting

150,000 500,000 (can be
smaller or larger)

10 - 40

0 to 2

Category-dominant
anchors, few small
tenants

Brandess Center West

Algonquin Cluster

Fashion/
Specialty Center

Power Center

Shopping Center

250,000 600,000

Figure 3.03: Shopping center classifications.

Source: International Council of Shopping Centers
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25 - 80

3 or more

Golf Center

Power

Hoffman Plaza

Neighborhood/ Power Hybrid

West Higgins Center

none*

Valli Center

Convenience

Other Centers
Hoffman Village

Neighborhood

Rose Plaza

Neighborhood

Estates Center

none*

Poplar Creek Crossing

Power

*None- refers to unique stores/ offices or other uses not
conforming to the ICSC Categories

Figure 3.04: Shopping center classifications.

Source: International Council of Shopping Centers
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With the exceptions of Poplar Creek Crossing and Rose
Plaza, the size and configuration of these centers does not
match current trends in shopping center design. These
aging centers have smaller anchor spaces and more
difficult to fill inline store space. Consequently, tenanting
of these centers is difficult because the very desirable high
volume businesses are not confident that aging centers
can maintain the co-tenants that make their businesses
successful. Reducing retail space can actually improve
the sales of a center by reducing the distance between
stores, which encourages impulse buying. Improving
access and adding office or residential uses can improve
a center’s match to ICSC categories and make the center
more appealing to the most desirable tenants.

Cross Shopping Channels
Related to value-consciousness, cross shopping is
the practice of patronizing stores across the economic
spectrum to best meet one’s needs. For example, the
same shopper who buys commodity goods at a mass
merchandiser such as Costco may also buy expensive
apparel at Nordstroms.
Today’s consumers are seeking value and are not as
brand conscious as shoppers in previous eras. This
recent trend promises to continue as mass merchandisers
like Target increasingly attract designer goods.
The direct impact of this trend was experienced by
Hoffman Estates as residents left the community to
shop at Target, WalMart, Costco, Sam’s Club and other
mass merchandisers. When Target chose Poplar Creek
Crossing for its newest store, the community capitalized
on this trend. That center will have the hours, prices and
one-stop convenience to increase cross shopping by
Hoffman Estates residents. The national trend suggests
that residents already seek out mass merchandisers,
a development that will only increase as Poplar Creek
Crossing’s Target builds awareness. It is important to
recognize that this trend is a national phenomenon and
does not spell the end of Hoffman Estates’ good, unique
local businesses. Mass merchandisers will never offer
the ethnic diversity, product quality or personal service
of the community’s numerous independent stores
and restaurants. Today’s consumers are seeking out
value purchasing at the same time as they seek special
“treats” so both mass merchandisers and independents
can flourish. As Hoffman Estates plans for future

Date: 07.25.07

development, the full range of shopping options should
be offered.

Shopping Center Location
To be successful, stores must be visible to a large
enough pedestrian and/or “driver” population. Although
repeat customers are the lifeblood of any business,
there also must be a steady flow of new customers.
Those customers are much easier to attract when a large
population sees the business every day. Studies by
national restaurateurs and retailers indicate that about
20,000 vehicles and/or pedestrians per day pass the
most vital retail businesses. The daily traffic must also
be able to easily enter and exit successful businesses.
Signalized intersections are key to easy entrance and exit
of shopping centers. Signals also stop pedestrians and
automobiles, causing people to see signs and advertising.
For those reasons, signalized intersections are the
key location for high traffic retail centers. As roads are
improved by adding medians and reducing curb cuts, it
is important to consider whether the changes will impact
nearby retail development. As attempts are made to
revitalize aging properties, it will be important to advocate
for good access from local, County and State roads.
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Competitive Environment
The recent completion of Poplar Creek Crossing capitalized
on Hoffman Estates’ position in the very competitive
northwest suburban Chicago retail market. Currently, there
are plans to expand that cluster with the 650,000 square
foot Arboretum in South Barrington at Higgins and Route
59 adjacent to Poplar Creek Crossing. That lifestyle center
will join Woodfield, Deer Park, and Algonquin Commons in
offering the lifestyle center shopping experience to Hoffman
Estates residents. Figure 3.05 reveals the 10 minute drive
time markets associated with each of these centers and
illustrates the careful placement of theses centers.
Hoffman Estates’ retail businesses experience both the
opportunity and a challenge of being near Woodfield, the
Chicago region’s largest retail attraction outside of the
Loop. High volume arterials (Golf, Higgins, Barrington
Road, and Route 59) provide an opportunity for businesses
in Hoffman Estates to intercept customers. Value oriented
tenants whose business plan does not include paying
the high rents associated with Woodfield can choose
a Hoffman Estates location. Additionally, convenience

Figure 3.05: Destination shopping centers surrounding Hoffman Estates
businesses like grocery stores, quick service restaurants,
and gas stations have a potential “bonus market” in the
customers traveling to these centers.

Hoffman Estates Elgin

Palatine

Schaumburg

Streamwood

Population

52,497

106,290

64,905

74,342

37,035

Households

17,982

34,345

24,697

30,549

12,022

Population Density per Mile

2,642

4,187

4,952

3,888

5,057

Total Population Median Age

35.5

31.3

35.7

36.6

34.0

Median Household Income

$72,589

$58,868

$71,393

$69,534

$72,914

Household Average Income

$79,105

$66,467

$79,428

$72,808

$72,081

Total Employees

16,839

33,359

22,339

46,079

7,174

Total Establishments

1,196

2,820

2,073

2,573

674

Jobs per Household

0.9

1.0

0.9

1.5

0.6

Total Household Expenditure

$1,099,558,648

$1,914,821,790

$1,551,320,256

$1,821,151,044

$711,982,068

Total Retail Expenditure

$472,718,199

$827,128,730

$668,143,137

$784,926,914

$305,844,157

Grocery Stores

$78,273,552

$142,009,877

$110,626,499

$130,931,559

$51,327,296

Full Service Restaurants

$25,603,840

$44,710,615

$36,300,120

$42,525,136

$16,595,277

Limited Service Restaurants

$25,672,966

$44,955,527

$36,343,422

$42,652,614

$16,684,807

Capture Rate

106.9%

107.3%

109.2%

354.4%

98.0%

73.6%

69.9%

67.6%

68.0%

85.5%

Population

Household Income

Business Summary

Consumer Expenditure

Housing units
% Owner Occupied Units

Figure 3.06: Characteristics of neighboring communities; Source: 2005 Municipal Sales Taxes as reported by Illinois Department of Revenue
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Community Capture Rates
Figure 3.06 compares the population characteristics,
spending power and retail sales in Hoffman Estates and
surrounding communities. As currently tenanted, the
shopping available in Hoffman Estates attracts 107% of the
expenditures by Hoffman Estates residents. That means
that the spending in other communities by Hoffman Estates
residents is more than compensated by sales from Hoffman
Estates businesses to residents of nearby communities. As
figure 3.07 reveals, Hoffman Estates Sales tax revenues
from consumer goods grew slightly from 2000 to 2004 and
then accelerated its growth in 2005 and 2006 as new auto
dealerships and Poplar Creek Crossing began generating
sales. Sales taxes from agriculture and manufacturing have
been more volatile but generally have declined.
As a community where the retail sales capture rate slightly
exceeds residents’ expenditures, Hoffman Estates must
protect its existing sales as it finds opportunities for new,
high volume businesses. Efforts must focus on preserving
the traditional high sales tax generators: grocery stores,
Sales Tax Revenue Trends

$10,000,000
$9,000,000
$8,000,000
$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000

without close association to residential development, urban
commercial areas were eight hour environments that could
not support the stores and restaurants that commercial
employees need as daily amenities. This trend solved two
problems: first, it found a residential use for buildings that
no longer met the needs of modern office users and second,
it added a 24- hour population that may well support a
shopping and dining cluster that could be an amenity to
both residents and the remaining employees. The concept
is nothing new. This typology with shops at street level,
and residential above, has been found in cities throughout
history. The rediscovery of this building type is seen as a
critical point in the recent urban revitalization experienced in
communities throughout the United States.
Increasingly, new mixed-use development means retail on
the ground floor and residential or office on upper floors
or a variation where separate commercial and residential
buildings are mixed within a site. Mixed-use, new urban
projects are “hot” in the development industry, yet they
require far more skill to pull off successfully than does the
typical suburban shopping center, office park, or residential
complex. The first challenge is not overestimating the
volume of retail supported by other uses on the site. Shops
generally must draw from a wider area and consequently
cars and regional access must be accommodated.
Secondly, financing is much more challenging because
mixed use projects often include short term, equity housing
and long term, leased retail space. This challenge is often
met by combining apartments with leased retail space or
selling retail space as condominiums in equity residential
projects.

$1,000,000
$2000

2001
Total

2002

2003

Consumer Goods

2004

2005

2006

Agriculture and Manufacturing

Figure 3.07: Retail Sales by Category; Source: IL Dept. of Revenue 2005
home improvement centers, mass merchandisers and auto
dealers. Programs that assist property owners in matching
current optimal size spaces and co-tenancies will be critical
to maintaining or improving Hoffman Estates’ capture rate.
More details are available under the Evaluation Guidelines
for various façade improvements. Refer to page 39 of this
chapter.

Mixed-Use Trends
Beginning in the 1990’s, communities began authorizing
projects that combined residential and commercial uses
that had been separated since the concept of zoning was
introduced. This change came from an understanding that
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Hoffman Estates shopping centers were developed at a
time when planning dictated carefully segregating uses
and therefore there is little connectivity between the centers
and other uses especially for pedestrians. Offices near
Barrington Square and Poplar Creek Crossing begin to add
some synergies but there still is not the strong connection
to housing with its 24 hour vitality. Creating this mixed
use condition will be important to the long term success of
Hoffman Estates’ shopping clusters.
The future STAR Line rail stations are a great opportunity
to incorporate mixed use development into the Village.
Current trends in transit oriented development surrounding
rail stations are pedestrian oriented with inviting streetscapes for creating vibrant mixed use shopping street
and/or district. The transit oriented development chapter
outlines some retail strategies for these future rail station
areas.
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Redevelopment Strategies
Improving a Retail Center Image
Creating a positive image through the addition of desirable tenants,
quality buildings and up to date signage are very important to
maintaining market for a retail center. As a retail center ages it
can lose its market appeal and sales potential as a result of a
deteriorating image in buildings or tenants. The following is a list
of strategies for consideration toward improving the existing retail
centers in Hoffman Estates. Refer to figure 3.12, Shopping Center
Matrix, for a synopsis of the improvement strategy. (The Appendix
has a detailed analysis of each center and recommended strategy.)

Figure 3.08: Unorganized signage at Brandess

1. Fix-up / Clean-up
This approach requires an evaluation of the tenant mix, building
renovations, façade and landscape improvements, signage and
lighting. Also in fixing up the center, a potential “themeing” of the
center could be considered to create a synergy of uses. Potential
themes can be entertainment, restaurants, sports, outlet shops
and/or a lifestyle center.

2. Partial Redevelopment
This approach involves a strategic demolition of a portion of the
center and a re-configuring of the site plan to accommodate a
different mix of stores, better access and/or increased visibility.

Figure 3.09: Strawberry Hill is an example of a small
center without an anchor

3. Mixed-Use Development
This strategy adds a mixed-use component to the center design
with the inclusion of residential or office in the development,
providing an additional customer base.

4. Common Amenity or “Town Center”
This strategy works best with shopping centers over 150,000
square feet that can accommodate a civic component or
neighborhood amenity, such as an outside plaza, outdoor
dining, amphitheater, skating rink, etc. to attract customers. As
new shopping centers develop or existing centers redevelop,
opportunities may arise to introduce such amenity elements.

Figure 3.10: Hoffman Village is a large Center with
some vacancies

5. Full Redevelopment
This strategy is oriented towards a center that is in a prime retail
location but the design does not accommodate today’s retail
market expectations. In these circumstances a full redevelopment
of the site would benefit both the center and Village collectively.

6. Redevelop as Another Land Use
The existing retail center is in a poor location and would benefit
from redevelopment of the property into another use.

© 2007 Solomon Cordwell Buenz

Figure 3.11: Rose Plaza is a current and well
maintained center.
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Center *

Attraction Strategy

Anchor Strategy

Design Strategy

Access Strategy

*For each center there is a more detailed improvement strategy based on the specific conditions of that group of tenants, parcel size, roadway access, building & site design.

Brandess Center
- Option 1

Redevelop as auto dealership

Automobile
Dealership

Attractive new building and
automobile display

Site lower than roadway
- access at current curb cut

Brandess Center
- Option 2

Provide affordable space for
desirable services

None

Façade improvements,
awnings and signage

Site lower than roadway
- access at current curb cut

Crossroads Commons Redevelop into attractive
gateway commercial
Cluster
- Option 1

Single Tenant
Alternative:
Upscale Furniture,
Entertainment

Redevelop and redesign
center, use new urbanist
design guidelines

Review optimal access
locations and increase
visibility into the site

Crossroads Commons Redevelop into attractive
gateway commercial
Cluster
- Option 2

Convenience
Cluster Alternative:
Drug store or small
market

Redevelop and redesign
center, use new urbanist
design guidelines

Review optimal access
locations and increase
visibility into the site

Barrington Square/
Poplar Commons
Cluster - Option 1

Hybrid Alternative: Use space, Hybrid Alternate:
superior Tollway access, and
additional large
central HE position to create
format stores
destination center

Updated look, remodel
courtyard and landscaping

Maintain or improve the
access from Higgins and
Hassell Road, pedestrian
access to adjacent office

Barrington Square/
Poplar Commons
Cluster
- Option 2

Mixed-use Alternative: Add
new construction to existing
mixed-use environment with
integrated residential and
dining/entertainment focus

Mixed-use
Alternative:
Restaurant cluster

New Urbanist design site plan
with civic space and integrated
retail, office and residential
district in a TOD Plan

Maintain or improve the
access from Higgins and
Hassell Road, pedestrian
access to adjacent office

Forest View Plaza/
Huntington Plaza
Cluster
- Option 1

Become a signature
neighborhood attraction that
identifies the surrounding
area as a unique, inviting
place to live

Alternative 1:
Updated look, remodel
Improve and expand buildings, add landscaping
existing drug store
and add small
market (Trader Joe’s)

Keep current access

Forest View Plaza/
Huntington Plaza
Cluster
- Option 2

Become a signature
neighborhood attraction that
identifies the surrounding
area as a unique, inviting
place to live

Alternative 2: Expand Updated look, remodel
exiting drug store
buildings, add landscaping,
and add restaurants create dining café spaces

Keep current access

Golf Center/Hoffman
Plaza/ West Higgins/
Valli Cluster

Capitalize on location to
become a high sales tax
producing cluster

Retain Grocery and
up to 10 Power
Tenants

Major façade improvements,
building updating, outlot
improvements., landscaping,
improve visibility of Hoffman
Plaza

Improve site access (traffic
signal on Roselle between
the shopping centers)
while redeveloping the
outlots at NE corner of
Roselle and Higgins Road.

Hoffman Village

Provide neighborhood
shopping in an environment
that enhances and serves the
surrounding area

Retain Dominick’s

Joint development with south
parcel - renovate existing
buildings as needed building
outlot improvements

Link with south parcel
along Barrington Road

Poplar Creek
Crossing

Provide high volume, value
oriented shopping that
complements the Arboretum
Development

Current

Maintain and continue to
update center to stay current

Keep current access

Rose Plaza

Provide convenience goods
and services for nearby
residents

Current

Maintain and continue to
update center to stay current

Keep current access

Fountain Crossing

Provide community attraction
built on significant national
tenants

Current

Add Big Box

Keep current access

Figure 3.12: Shopping Center Cluster and Sustainable Center Group
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Façade Improvement Guidelines
A Façade Improvement Program could be developed
which would facilitate the improvement of certain older
shopping centers based upon evaluation guidelines
which may be applied on a project by project basis. The
owner or developer of the retail center must prove the
need for the public investment in any project or façade
improvement. Their request must demonstrate both the
amount and the timing of the public contribution that is
necessary to complete the project.

Public Investment Review Criteria
Any public investment decision relies on a cost / benefit
analysis. Figure 3.13 outlines criteria the Village will need
to determine the benefits and impacts of a shopping
center renovation or redevelopment, when the property
owner is requesting public assistance.

A façade improvement project may be developed in
coordination with other private improvements proposed
for a center as part of a periodic update to the shopping
center in accordance with an owner’s periodic capital
improvement schedule, with improvements forthcoming
based upon Village required site improvements for
older shopping centers and/ or with redevelopment of a
shopping center.
Such a program would include a definition of the program
purpose, criteria for eligible projects and/ or properties,
and the nature of funding private and public funding
sources potentially available.

Goals
A major goal of a façade improvement program is to
ensure that the shopping center and the individual
storefront designs provide visual interest both day and
night. Effort should be made to highlight access into the
store and to create a store identity.

Funding Sources
Funding for the Façade Improvement Program is subject
to the availability of grant funds and is typically a matching
fund. The amount of the funding will be dependent on
project parameters and analysis of financial viability.
Various funding sources for façade improvements
can include, Tax Increment Finance (TIF), Community
Development Block Grants (CDBG), special assessments
such as a Business Improvement District (BID) and/or
sales tax increment.
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Criteria for Determining public investment
1

Long Term Market Viability of Market factors must be examined before investing in a center. Looking at the
a Retail Center
anchors and their recent history, configuration and tenant mix are all important
considerations when evaluating a public investment. If the investment is large
enough, the Village may request a formal market study to be performed by an
independent professional firm.

2

General Community Impact

General project overview – the nature of the proposed project and related
investment and the requesting entity’s commitment to the community

3

Cost Analysis

Detailed construction costs (real property) – the evaluation of proposed
improvements to determine if costs are reasonable and if improvements meet or
exceed minimum design and landscaping requirements.

4

Immediate Impact

Outline all immediate impacts to the center, community and Village.

5

Long-term Impact

Long-term commitment and project timing – the timing of the investment and the
construction schedule must match the municipal obligation for funding. The longterm commitment of the owners/developers of the center and their goals must also
be evaluated.

6

Municipal Leverage

Sources and uses of funds - The Village will need to know how the municipal
investment interrelates with the entire capital stack (e.g., private debt, developer
equity, financing, etc.) and understand that the project being proposed can be
financed.

7

Financial Commitments

A review of commitments from lenders with financial commitments from private
equity and debt.

8

Ownership

Project Ownership structure - the disclosure of the names of all owners of
requesting entity

9

Land

Land Ownership - Evidence of site control or description of process of obtaining
site control

10

Overall Project Quality

Narrative explanation and quantification of economic impact and public benefits
and/or costs of project – This should include both quantitative and qualitative
factors.

11

Design Intent

Illustrations of all physical improvements to center appearance including buildings,
landscape and signage. Final design documents to be prepared by a registered
architect.

12

Other

A project can have unique aspects that will require additional documentation to
determine Village benefits, risks, obligations or financial requirements.

Figure 3.13: Supporting factors to consider in the development of a Façade Improvement Program

Façade Improvement Program Policy
The Village will continue to encourage shopping center property owners to improve the aging centers to provide up
to date and attractive centers. The Village’s decision to provide public assistance to renovate, remodel or redevelop a
center will be based on in-depth analysis of market viability, impacts, costs, leveraged capital, financial commitments,
ownership, project quality and design. The development of this information will be the responsibility of the property
owner prior to Village review for consideration for municipal assistance.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Retail policies

The following are the Comprehensive Plan Retail Policy
Recommendations that summarize the Village’s future
goals, priorities and strategies towards retail revitalization.

• Retail Policy 1:
As shopping center development practices change,
encourage owners to modernize their aging
centers. Redevelopment incentives, as well as
strict code enforcement, are useful tools to promote
modernization.

• Retail Policy 2:
Identify shopping center clusters and encourage a
consolidated image for each cluster to enhance the
customer attraction. Important image enhancements
include re-branding the cluster with related names,
recruiting new tenants and using coordinated building
façades, landscaping and signage.

• Retail Policy 3:
Use International Council of Shopping Center
classifications to determine the desired anchor strategy,
tenant mix and supportable retail square footage.

• Retail Policy 4:
As development opportunities arise, provide the
community civic amenities along with a full range of
retail shopping options throughout the Village.

• Retail Policy 5:
Locate retail development along roadways with high
traffic volumes that naturally intercept travelers on their
daily trips. Developing shopping centers near other
high traffic generators like offices and schools improves
the success of dining and convenience uses.

• Retail Policy 6:
Locate Hoffman Estates’ regionally targeted shopping
centers to draw distinct markets that attract highly
desirable tenants. Multi-unit specialty stores and mass
merchandisers generally locate stores to serve nonoverlapping 15 - minute drive-times.
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• Retail Policy 7:
Pursue retail sales greater than the spending of the
Village’s residents

• Retail Policy 8:
Select an implementation strategy for improving each
shopping center based on market potential, ownership
and tenant mix. Refer to pages 37, 38 and figure 3.12
for appropriate strategy.

• Retail Policy 9:
A façade improvement program that encourages retail
property owners to improve the sales of their centers
by supporting the costs of exterior upgrades that
assist existing tenants and attract new tenants shall be
considered. Although meeting appearance standards
is an important goal, successful façade improvement
grant applicants will be expected to demonstrate a
contribution to the long-term viability of their centers
and an increase in municipal sales tax revenue.

• Retail Policy 10:
The Village will continue to encourage shopping
center property owners to improve the aging centers
to provide up-to-date and attractive centers. The
Village’s decision to provide public assistance to
renovate, remodel or redevelop a center will be based
on in-depth analysis of market viability, impacts, costs,
leveraged capital, financial commitments, ownership,
project quality and design.

• Retail Opportunities Map
The Retail Opportunities map (Page 42) shows the
locations of the existing shopping centers and clusters,
as well as areas of the Village that could support new
clusters. The map shows existing traffic counts to
highlight areas of the Village that could be future retail
sites. With the concept of a TOD (Transit Oriented
Development) being a possibility in the future of
Hoffman Estates, the areas surrounding these stations
within a 0.5 to 1 mile radius are viable future transitoriented or destination retail locations.
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